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Mission Statement
FAR-TECH, Inc. was founded in 1994 under the name: Fusion and Accelerator Research.  
We conduct technical R&D and provide solutions to complex system problems in the 
areas of beam sources, plasma science, and particle accelerators utilizing our highly 
experienced team of Ph.D scientists and engineers. 

FAR-TECH provides consulting to both government and private sector clients and 
offers customers an established platform of hardware and software products. FAR-
TECH utilizes its in-house expertise while simultaneously collaborating with national 
laboratories, universities and industry organizations to provide the highest level of 
services to all clients.

Core Competencies
FAR-TECH’s expertise enables development of numerical simulations to complex 
problems of particles and fluids in electric and magnetic fields. These include tokamak 
plasma modeling, ECRIS and EBIS ion source modeling, plasma jet simulations, DC gun 
simulations and general particle tracking, RF gun and emittance optimization studies, 
and wakefield calculations, often using large-scale CAD models of the system being 
modeled to export sub-geometries as inputs to various codes.

In addition, FAR-TECH, Inc. is capable of supplying complex accelerator systems that 
may use one or more of our standard products, custom-developed components, and 
components sourced from outside suppliers. A nano-particle plasma jet system is also 
available. Drawing on our deep knowledge of accelerator and plasma physics, we rely 
on an inter-disciplinary approach, along with our strengths in project management and 
systems engineering in order to deliver systems on time and under budget.

Consulting Services
FAR-TECH provides consulting services utilizing its in-house and other commercially 
available application products.

eGUN/iGUN Designs – FAR-TECH can help with the design of electron and ion guns 
using our simulation codes (PBGUNS and IonEx) along with the commercial CAD 
software package SolidWorks.

HFSS Simulation – FAR-TECH can create custom-order designs for accelerator 
structures and RF components, with RF tests using HFSS and in-house particle codes.

Accelerator Systems Integration

Plasma Technology and Beam Sources

Partial Customer List
The U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Department of Defense, SAIC, General Atomics, 
Raytheon, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)



Accelerator Systems
FAR-TECH has expertise in developing systems for particle accelerators, including:
 » Novel accelerator structures

 » RF sources

 » Beam instrumentations

 » Systems integration

FAR-TECH has pioneered several advances in linac structures, including slot resonance coupling based 
linacs and tunable accelerator cavities based on ferro electric material. The work on linac and RF source 
development benefits from in-house and third-party computer codes for the evaluation of RF structures 
and circuit designs, thermo-mechanical analysis, and beam-cavity interactions such as lattice design, 
space-charge effects, and multi pacting studies. FAR-TECH can deliver individual components either 
as existing parts or as customized components. We can also integrate in-house and externally sourced 
components into complete turnkey systems.

Accelerator structures: FAR-TECH designs and fabricates high-power accelerator structures from start 
to finish, including RF design, thermal and multipactor simulation, mechanical design, bead pull testing 
and structure tuning, and RF conditioning.

RF components/sources: FAR-TECH can design fixed and variable RF power dividers/combiners for 
a variety of frequencies in both co-axial and waveguide geometry. These components are used when 
standard off-the-shelf components are not available, or to minimize the system’s physical footprint. 
Further, a state-of-the-art, efficient, high-power, solid-state-amplifier has been developed. 

Beam diagnostics: FAR-TECH has a long history of making state-of-the-art beam diagnostics, 
including cavity BPM (beam position monitor) and BQM (beam quadrupole monitor) detectors. These 
solutions, as well as conventional diagnostics such as OTR and phosphor screens, can be added to an 
accelerator design.

Controls and Data Acquisition: FAR-TECH has expertise in developing the “smarts” that enable 
hardware sub-systems to function as an integrated turnkey system. This is accomplished using tools such 
as LabVIEW, custom C++ code, and PLC programming.

Examples of systems delivered include:
A buncher cavity, a 10 MeV S-band linac structure, a variable power divider phase shifter, an Intergrated 
power combiner, and a directional coupler.

PRODUCTS / SERVICES



Plasma Technology and Ion Source

Modeling and Simulation  
FAR-TECH is a world leading developer in modeling and numerical simulations of plasma and ion 
sources. FAR-TECH’s simulation codes for plasmas and beam sources includes the following:

SIMPL (Simulations of Plasmas) is a fully kinetic code for plasma simulations. For computational 
efficiency, a drift kinetic model can be used, in particular, for ECRIS plasmas. 

EBIS-PIC (Electron-Beam base Ion-Source Particle-In-Cell code) is a self-consistent PIC code for 
EBIS ion source modeling code. In addition, many in-house particle and fluid codes are currently being 
developed. 

MPPT (Massively Parallel Particle Tracker) tracks relativistic or non-relativistic charged particles in an 
electromagnetic field, in a fully kinetic model or in the drift kinetic model. 

GEM (Generalized ECRIS Modeling code) is a comprehensive numerical model of the ECRIS plasma. 

MCBC (Monte-Carlo Charge Breeding Code) can model the capture and charge breeding of a beam 
of ions injected into an ECRIS. Combined with the GEM code, it allows the user to predict the charge 
state distribution of the charge-bred ions after they are extracted from the ECRIS. 

IonEx (Ion Extraction code) models the extraction of ions from an ECRIS using the Particle-In-Cloud-Of-
Points (PICOP) algorithm – an adaptive, meshfree technique. 

PBGUNS (Particle Beam GUN Simulation code) is an interactive code that can simulate virtually any 
beams in 2D in geometry.

In addition, a state-of-art tokamak plasma disruption code is being developed, which is one of the most 
challenging problems in tokamak fusion simulations. Further, a parallelized version of our magnetic stability 
code is being developed, allowing an investigation of tokamak plasma stability in a larger parameter space. 

GUI development is our on-going effort to assist users with a more friendly user interface with our codes.



Nanoparticle Plasma Accelerators and Jets

Plasma Disruption Mitigation: The strength of FAR-TECH lies in its integrated capability in the field 
– theoretical and physical modeling capabilities for plasma jet accelerators, jet merging and implosion 
dynamics with simulation capability using LSP and MACH 2, with diagnostic capabilities, with extensive 
experience in pulsed power technologies. Work experience includes merging of plasma jets and 
penetration of plasma jets into magnetic barriers.

We are developing a novel nanoparticle plasma accelerator that couples a solid-state pulsed power 
nanoparticle cartridge gas source and a coaxial plasma gun. The hyper-velocity, high-density NanoParticle 
Plasma Jet (NPPJ) offers a potential solution for efficient delivery of impurity mass, in the time required for 
disruption mitigation in both current and future tokamaks. The prototype system using C60 nanoparticles 
has demonstrated the production of high momentum plasma jets containing H, C, and C60. 


